MENU OF SERVICES

9040 WEST SUNSET BOULEVARD, WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA 90069 | +1 424 310 1622

FACIALS
EDITION CUSTOM FACIAL

A red carpet facial treatment that unites science and luxury, by targeting your specific skin needs.
Our expert facialists will assess your skin and craft a customized facial to meet your treatment
goals. Jet Peel + Skin Authority products, customized hand scrub and hair + scalp treatment will
combine to craft an enchanting and holistic experience that makes your spirit soar.
110min | $650

GLOW

Jet Peel cutting-edge technology will lift + firm your skin to a new level of complexion perfection.
Includes transdermal infusion + LED light therapy.
50min | $375
80min | $450

SCULPT

Experience a Detox, Brightening, or Rejuvenation aromatic essential oil facial that plumps,
restores, and soothes the skin. Odacite’s Temple of Beauty crystal Gua Sha facial sculps the facial
contours and activates lymphatic drainage.
50min | $250
80min | $325

HYDRATE

Take your skin for a deep dive with Osea’s ocean-based skincare. This perfect anti-aging cocktail
incorporates Patagonian seaweed, vitamins, minerals, amino acids, antioxidants, and essential
fatty acids to keep the skin youthful.
50min | $250
80min | $325

WAXING SERVICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

SANCTUARY SERVICES

The Sanctuary is a spiritual meditation space that will align your mind and body back to balance.
These services alchemize both ancient traditions and modern technology to start your journey to
wellness.

ILLUMINATE
TOUCHLESS

Explore POLY LED Light therapy utilizing multiple wavelengths to diminish pore size, improve
texture and skin tone, increase skin elasticity and skin rejuvenation, and reduce and smooth
wrinkles and fine lines.
30min | $85

SOUND BATH MEDITATION
TOUCHLESS

Immerse yourself into unique Crystal sound healing experience. Crystal bowl work to cleanse to
subtle body.
30min | $180

BALANCE

TOUCHLESS
Using negative ions and amethyst crystals, the far infrared light waves strengthen the immune
system, increase energy, cleanse & detoxify, relieve pain, and ensure a better night’s rest.
30min $65 | 50min $90
Add any spa enhancement to your experience starting at $25

MASSAGES
CBD + STICKS AND STONES

MEDIUM TO FIRM PRESSURE
Using CBD oil, natural bamboo sticks and hot stones, your massage will be elevated for a
deeply soothing and therapeutic experience.
50min | $350

80min | $425

EDITION FOCUS

FIRM TO DEEP PRESSURE
Therapeutic sports massage designed to improve range of motion and boost recovery. Includes
stretching and a lightweight topical cream to calm and soothe muscles and joints.
50min | $250
80min | $325 110min | $425
Add Hypervolt Percussion 25

IN CREATION

LIGHT TO MEDIUM PRESSURE
Pamper the expectant mother who is past her first trimester to a therapeutic custom massage,
using specially formulated essential oils for pregnancy and wellbeing.
50min | $250
80min | $325

EDITION HOUSE

LIGHT TO MEDIUM PRESSURE
Feel the depth of California’s Ocean or travel to the Canyons and Deserts. Stimulate your
senses by choosing your ideal relaxing destination brought to life through customized
essential oil blends and an air purifying diffuser. This authentic customized house massage
is designed for total relaxation.
30min | $150

50min | $225

80min | $300

110min | $400

COUPLES EXPERIENCE

CHOOSE YOUR MASSAGE
Enjoy precious time with someone special in our Couples treatment room.
Starting at $450

BODY TREATMENT
DETOX

Osea’s Undaria is a marine algae rich in minerals and vitamins used to drench the skin with mineral
hydration and total skin detox. A mud mask reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.
80min | $325

MOISTURIZE

Osea’s total skin renewal is the answer for transforming dry skin to moisturized. Bring your skin to its
most natural hydrated state with organic salts of the earth.
80min | $325

RENEW

An invigorating dry brush exfoliation, followed by a soothing full-body scrub featuring organic algae and
sea salts, stimulates and softens your skin. A blissful application of Undaria Algae Body Butter deeply
hydrates and firms the skin, leaving you feeling relaxed, refreshed and renewed.
50min | $250

STAY ALL DAY EXPERIENCE

Experience some of L.A.’s finest natural elements without leaving The West Hollywood EDITION.
Save when you book below packages.

CANYON

SCULPT FACIAL, 50MIN | EDITION HOUSE MASSAGE, 80MIN | 			
DETOX BODY TREATMENT, 80MIN
Descend into a lush and sensorial journey with a combination of luxury and local plant-based
products. Experience Odacite’s Gua Sha lymphatic drainage and sculpting techniques with
nourishing detox body experience and grounding massage.
210min | $700

OCEAN

HYDRATE FACIAL, 50MIN | MOISTURIZE BODY TREATMENT, 80MIN | HOUSE
MASSAGE, 50MIN
Take a deep coastal dive with Osea’s face and body treatment concluding with our signature
EDITION massage experience.
180min | $650

DESERT

POLY LED THERAPY, 30MIN | RENEW BODY TREATMENT, 50MIN | CBD STICKS +
STONES MASSAGE, 80MIN
Escape to the oasis and feel the conductive heat of Poly LED light therapy utilizing multiple
wavelengths to diminish pore size, improve texture and skin tone, increase skin elasticity and skin
rejuvenation to reduce wrinkles and fine lines. Then, melt into an invigorating scrub followed by a
warm muscle massage experience to flush away all tension.
160min | $650

SPA ENHANCEMENTS
$25 - $85
MASSAGE OIL ENHANCEMENTS
KNESKO MASK | LIPS, EYES, FACE
HAIR + SCALP TREATMENT
HYPERVOLT PERCUSSION
NUFACE MICROCURRENT
MINT RENEWAL FOOT SCRUB

RESERVATIONS
We encourage our guests to schedule spa services in advance to ensure your ideal day and time of choice. Please
book appointments by contacting the spa directly. If you prefer a male or female therapist, please make your request
known when scheduling your treatment. We will do our best to accommodate your request.
CANCELLATIONS
Please cancel 12 hours in advance of your treatment time to avoid fees. Appointments canceled less than 24 hours
before the scheduled time will be charged the full price of the treatment.
STAFF AND HOUSE CHARGE
An automatic charge of 20% is added based on the full retail amount prior to discounts. 17% of this charge is
allocated as a staff charge and is paid to the employees, and 3% is a house charge retained by the hotel.
SPA ENVIRONMENT AND ETIQUETTE
The Spa at The West Hollywood EDITION is a place to restore your energy and relax. In consideration of other spa
guests and to preserve an atmosphere of serenity, we ask that you leave your cell phones and other electronic
devices in a safe and secure place and not utilize them in the public areas. The spa is a smoke-free environment.
SPA ATTIRE
Most body treatments are enjoyed without clothing; however, please wear whatever is comfortable for you. During all
treatments, the body is fully draped, except for the area being worked on. Robes and slippers are provided as well as
a locker for your personal belongings. The West Hollywood EDITION is not liable for lost valuables and we ask that
you please leave jewelry and other items worth value in your hotel room or at home.

